We analyze the reliability of oxygen abundances and ionization parameters obtained from different diagnostic diagrams. For this, we compiled from the literature observational emission line intensities and oxygen abundance of 446 star-forming regions whose O/H abundance was determined by direct estimation of electron temperature. The abundances compiled were compared with the values calculated in this work using different diagnostic diagrams in combination with results from a grid of photoionization models. We found that the
INTRODUCTION
Oxygen abundance estimates in star-forming regions play a crucial role in the understanding of galaxy evolution. For example, oxygen radial gradients in spiral galaxies obtained by H ii region observations (e.g. Stanghellini et al. 2010; Kewley et al. 2010; Bresolin et al. 2009; Krabbe et al. 2008; Dors & Copetti 2005; Kennicutt et al. 2003 ) are essential to test chemical evolution models (see Mollá & Díaz 2005) and to investigate the effect of environment on galaxy interactions (Ellison et al. 2010; Dors & Copetti 2006; Skillman et al. 1996) as well as the mass-metallicity relation of galaxies (e.g. Pérez-Montero & Contini 2009 ). Likewise, oxygen abundance estimates in metal-poor galaxies are also important to test theories of chemical evolution of galaxies because these are the least chemically evolved objects (Kunth & Sargent 1983) .
Unfortunately, for the most of star-forming regions, only collisionally excited emission-lines (CELs) in the optical are ⋆ E-mail:olidors@univap.br bright enough to be used for the derivation of elemental abundance. CELs are temperature sensitive, thus, only an accurate determination of the metallicity can be achieved from the previous estimation of the electron temperature (this method will be called T e -method) using, for instance, the ratio of different CELs [O iii](λ4959 + λ5007)/λ4363 which are weak or unobservable in star-forming regions with high metallicity and/or low excitation (Dors et al. 2008; Díaz et al. 2007 ). In these cases, oxygen abundances can be obtained by empirical (i.e. using oxygen determinations via T e -method) or theoretical (i.e. using photoionization models) calibrations between oxygen abundances and more easily measured line ratios (hereafter strong-line methods). The oxygen abundance indicator R 23 =([O ii]λ3727+[O iii]λ4959,λ5007)/Hβ proposed by Pagel et al. (1979) has found large acceptance in this context and several authors have calibrated this line ratio with O/H abundance (e.g. Edmunds & Pagel 1984 (Vílchez & Esteban 1996; Díaz & Pérez-Montero 2000) have also been suggested (see also Kewley & Dopita 2002) . However, distinct methods or distinct calibrations of a same oxygen indicator provide different oxygen values with discrepancies up to 1.0 dex (Kewley & Ellison 2008; Rupke et al. 2008; Dors & Copetti 2005; Kennicutt et al. 2003) . Currently, the large number of direct oxygen estimates available in the literature have helped to investigate this discrepancy. For example, Yin et al. (2007) determined the gas-phase oxygen abundance for a sample of 695 galaxies and H ii regions using the T e -method and compared these determinations with the ones via R 23 , N 2 , ([N ii]λ6584/Hα)/([O iii]λ5007/Hβ), and [S ii](λ6717+λ6731)/Hα. They found that among the indices above, the N 2 provides more consistent O/H abundances when compared with the ones via T e -method. Similar analysis was also done by Pérez-Montero & Díaz (2005) , Liang et al. (2006) , and Nagao et al. (2006) .
The studies above analyzed strong-line methods based mainly on one line ratio, such as the R 23 , N 2 , among others. In principle, the use of diagnostic diagrams, suggested by Baldwin et al. (1981) to separate objects according to their primary excitation mechanisms, containing line ratios strongly dependent on the degree of ionization and on the metallicity of star forming regions, can improve the accuracy of strong-line methods. Although a large number of these diagrams have been applied to estimate oxygen abundances and ionization parameters of star forming regions (e.g. Levesque et al. 2010 , Viironen et al. 2007 , Kewley et al. 2001 , McGaugh et. al 1991 , Dors et al. 2008 , Dopita & Evans 1986 ), a comparison of oxygen estimates obtained from these diagrams and T e -method is unavailable in the literature.
Another important issue related with the determination of metallicity using strong-line methods is the relation between the ionization parameter and the metallicity, which is still controversial. For example, Garnett et al. (1997) , in a study of the interstellar abundance gradient in NGC 2403 found that any correlation between ionization parameter and abundance must be a weak one. This result is in agreement with that obtained by Kennicutt & Garnett (1996) from measurements of the [S II]/[S III] ratio in 41 H II regions in M101 and with the one found for three barred galaxies established by Dors & Copetti (2005) . On the other hand, Bresolin et al. (1999) found that in metal poor disk H ii regions the ionization parameter is about 4 times larger than in H ii regions with solar metallicity. This relation was also found by Maier et al. (2006) and Nagao et al. (2006) for a sample of galaxies. This subject is important to study the association of the mass-metallicity relation with the mass-age relation in local galaxies or the relation between gas metallicity and stellar metallicity (Nagao et al. 2006) . Additional analysis using several methods would help to solve this disagreement.
In this paper, we employed a grid of photoionization models and data compiled from the literature in order to estimate the oxygen abundance using diagnostic diagrams to compare with those via T e -method, as well as to investigate the relation of the ionization parameter with the metallicity. Detailed photoionization models are also built to produce more precise determinations of these parameters. In Section 2, we describe the observational data used in the analysis. The modeling procedures are presented in Sect. 3. A description of the diagnostic diagrams employed is given in Sect. 4. The results and discussion are presented in Sects. 5 and 6, respectively. A conclusion of the outcome is given in Sect. 7. 
OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Observational emission line intensities of a sample of H ii galaxies and H ii regions and the oxygen abundance computed using the T emethod were compiled from literature. The emission lines considered in our analysis are listed in Table 1 . This compilation includes data of H ii regions obtained by Bresolin et al. (2009 , Bresolin et al. (2004) , Bresolin (2007) , Lee & Skillman (2004) , and Kennicutt et al. (2003) . The data on H ii galaxies were obtained by Izotov et al. (2006) , , Izotov & Thuan (2004) , Vílchez & Iglesias-Páramo (2003) , Hägele et al. (2008) , and Guseva et al. (2000) . The sample consists of 446 objects (86 H ii regions and 360 H ii galaxies) whose O/H abundance are in the range 7.0 < 12 + log(O/H) Te < 9.0 and represents practically the entire metallicity range of star-forming regions (see Pilyugin et al. 2004a ). The objects of the sample have z < 0.07 and measurements corrected by dust extinction and no AGN and gas shock contributions are present in their ionization.
PHOTOIONIZATION MODELS

Model Grid
To enable the estimation of the oxygen abundance and the ionization parameter using diagnostic diagrams, we employed the pho- toionization code Cloudy 8.00 (Ferland 2002) to build a grid of models covering a large space of nebular parameters. In these models, a stellar cluster was assumed to be responsible for the ionization of the nebulae, with a spectral energy distribution (SED) obtained using S tarburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) . We built models with stellar cluster formed by instantaneous burst with Salpeter initial mass function (α = −2.35), lower and upper stellar mass limits of 0.1 M ⊙ and 100 M ⊙ , respectively, and age of 2.5 Myr. Other papers that have considered stellar clusters as ionizing sources in order to reproduce strong forbidden lines of H ii region (Dors & Copetti 2005; Dopita et al. 2000; Stasińska & Izotov 2003; Bresolin et al. 1999; Copetti et al. 1985 ) have derived about the same age for star-forming regions (i.e. 1-3 Myr). Similar ages have also been found from optical photometric data of giant H ii regions (e.g. Mayya & Prabhu 1996) . Selection effects may explain this limited range of ages. H ii regions younger than about 1 Myr are difficult to be detected in the optical, because they are generally embedded in dusty molecular clouds which cause considerable optical extinction. Nebulae older than about 5 Myr are also difficult to be observed because their original massive stars have cooled or are dead García-Vargas et al. 1996; Copetti et al. 1985) . We used the stellar evolution models from the Geneva group with high mass-loss rates and without stellar rotation (Meynet et al. 1994 ). The non-LTE atmosphere model of Pauldrach et al. (2001) was assumed in the models. If LTE atmosphere model is assumed instead of non-LTE model a lower ionization degree is produced in the hypothetical nebulae (Dors & Copetti 2003; Stasińska & Schaerer 1997) . This would affect mainly ionization parameter rather than metallicity determinations via strongline methods. The models were built having ionization parameter ranging from log U = −1.5 to −3.5 (with a bin size of 0.5 dex), metallicities (traced by the oxygen abundance) Z= 0.04, 0.02, 0.008, 0.004, 0.001, plane-parallel geometry, and electron density of N e = 200 cm −3 . This electron density value is typical of not evolved H ii regions (Copetti et al. 2000) .
The abundances of heavy metals in the nebula is scaled linearly to the solar metal composition through the comparison of the oxygen abundances, with the exception of the N abundance, which was taken from the relation log(N/O)=log(0.034+120 O/H) of Vila-Costas & Edmunds (1993) . The solar composition (Z= 0.02) refers to Allende Prieto et al. (2001) and correspond to 12+log(O/H)= 8.69. The presence of internal dust was considered and the grain abundances (van Hoof et al. 2001) were also linearly scaled with the oxygen abundance. To take depletion of refractary elements onto dust grains into account the abundances of the elements Mg, Al, Ca, Fe, Ni, and Na were reduced by a factor of 10, and Si by a factor of 2 (Garnett et al. 1995) relative to the adopted abundances in each model.
The solar metallicity for the stars from the Geneva evolutionary tracks, which corresponds to the old solar oxygen abundance value [12+log(O/H)= 8.87 (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) ], is higher than the value adopted for the nebular component. This produces The solid lines connect curves of iso-Z, while the dotted lines connect curves of iso-U. The values of log U and Z are indicated. Squares are the observational data. The line ratio used in each plot is defined in Table 1 . The typical error bar (not shown) of the emission line ratio is about 10 %.
an imperfect match between gas and star metallicity in our photoionization models. As pointed out by Dopita et al. (2006) , the main effect of this is that the computed stellar UV photon field result slightly softer. To investigate how this discrepancy affects our results, we built a model with a perfect match between nebular and stellar metallicities and compared the result with another model whose metallicities are in disagreement. This latter was built using a SED with 12+log(O/H)=8.69 obtained by linear interpolation of the spectra with Z= 0.02 and Z= 0.008. In Figure 1 we show the histogram with the comparison of some emission line intensities ratio predicted by these models. We can see that These models are similar to the ones of Dors & Copetti (2006) and have been successful in describing observational data of H ii regions (see Dors et al. 2008; Krabbe et al. 2008 , Krabbe et al. 2007 ).
Detailed models
In general, grids of photoionization models are built assuming a fixed N/O-O/H relation. However, this constancy can yield large uncertainties in O/H estimates via strong-line methods (Pérez-Montero & Contini 2009 ). This problem can be circumvented by the use of detailed photoionization models. To analyze the source of these uncertainties, we built detailed models in order to reproduce the observational emission line intensities of 11 H ii regions (see Table 2 ) located along the disk of the galaxy M 101, observed by Kennicutt et al. (2003) , and we compared our estimates with O/H and U values from other methods. These objects were selected because they cover the wide range in metallicity and ionization parameter considered in this paper. We computed individual models for each object adopting the following methodology. Firstly, a model for each region was built by initially guessing the Z and U values derived from a comparison between the grid of photoionization models shown in the diagnostic Figure 2 ) and the observational data. The electron density of each model was considered to be that computed utilizing the task temden of the package IRAF, where we consider the sulfur ratio [S ii]λ6716/[S ii]λ6731 and electron temperature for the O + ion measured by Kennicutt et al. (2003) . The stellar cluster was assumed to have an age of 2.5 Myr, M up = 100 M ⊙ and metallicity was matched with the closest one nebular assumed in the models. Then, we ran new models ranging the O/H and U values by 0.3 and 0.5 dex, respectively, with a step of 0.1 dex. From this series of models we selected a model which produced the smallest χ In some cases no satisfactory solution was reached considering the age of the ionizing cluster of 2.5 Myr. For these, it was necessary to assume an age of 1 Myr because their observed emission lines could only be reproduced by means of a harder spectral energy distribution. In Table 2 , we present the final parameter obtained for the models.
DIAGNOSTIC DIAGRAMS
We employ six diagnostic diagrams containing predicted and observed emission line ratios sensitive to Z and U. The diagrams considered are described below.
• Therefore, we did not consider models with metallicity over-solar. For the [S ii]/Hα, this line ratio is strongly dependent on U and increases with the abundance for low metallicities (Levesque et al. 2010 ).
• Dopita et al. (2000) . The [O iii]/Hβ was suggested by Edmunds & Pagel (1984) as an O/H indicator. However, due to its dependence on U (Dopita & Evans 1986; McGaugh et. al 1991) a combination with another line ratio is preferable, otherwise, crude O/H estimates with uncertainties of about 0.5 dex are produced (Kobulnicky et al. 1999) .
•
[N ii]/Hα vs. [S ii]/[S iii] -The [S ii]/[S iii]
was proposed to be a U indicator by Díaz et al. (1991) for moderate to high metallicity regime (see also Dopita & Evans 1986) , and it has little dependence on Z. The problem in using this line ratio is that it is underestimated by photoionization models (Garnett 1989) , especially for high metallicity (Dors & Copetti 2005 ) doing any estimation in this regime is somewhat uncertain.
• ( 
RESULTS
In Figure 2 , the diagnostic diagrams described above containing the results of our grid of photoionization models and the data sample is shown. The majority of the observational data fall within the regions occupied by the models. Dopita et al. (2006) , who used the same SEDs used in this paper, found that their models do not reproduce the observed emission line diagnostic ratios of objects with Z < 0.4 Z ⊙ . Martín-Manjón et al. (2008), using a combination of photoionization models and sets of stellar yields from Gavilán et al. (2005) , also found that their models do not reproduce observational data of most metal deficient H ii galaxies (see also Fernandes et al. 2003) . Kewley et al. (2001) pointed out that this disagreement is due to that stellar ionizing spectra are not hard enough in the far ultraviolet region, and inclusion of the effects of continuum metal opacities in stellar atmospheres should be a way of improving the models accuracy. However, in our work we adopted stellar atmosphere models of Pauldrach et al. (2001) , which include treatments of continuum metal opacities, and still this disagreement can be noted. A solution for this problem seems to include the effects of rotation in stellar models (see discussion above). The number of points ranges in the diagrams because for some data set no all emission lines considered were observed. For example, in Izotov et al. (2006) the [O ii]λ3727 is not observed in 30% of the objects.
For the detailed models, a comparison of the predicted and observed emission line intensities is listed in Table 3 , and Fig. 3 shows the ratio between these. We can see that the models reproduce very well (with differences lower than ∼ 15 %) all the observed intensities within of the observational uncertainties, with exception of the [S iii]λ9069 + λ9532 and [O iii]λ4363 emission lines, which are reproduced only for H 336 and NGC 5471-D; and for NGC 1170 and NGC 1176, respectively. Other works have also found that photoionization models are incapable of reproduce emission line intensities sensitive to T e (e.g. Stasińska & Schaerer 1997; Oey et al. 2000) . This problem has been atributted to temperature gradients and/or temperature inhomogeneities in nebulae which are not taken into account in simple photoionization models (see Stasińska 2002) such as the ones used in this paper. Because the [O iii]λ4363 emission line has an exponential dependence on the electron temperature, any offset between the electron temperatures in photoionization models and observed forbidden-line temperatures will have the strong effect on the reproducion of this emission line.
Abundance determination comparison
To check the reliability of diagnostic diagrams, in Figs. 4 and 5 we present a comparison of O/H obtained from these methods with O/H abundances via T e -method and the difference among these estimations. We include in Fig. 5 the results of the detailed models for the H ii regions in M 101 as well as the results of Pérez-Montero et al. (2010) , who built detailed photoionization models in order to reproduce emission line intensities of 10 H ii galaxies. In each plot, the average value (D) and the dispersion (σ) of this difference are also presented. The O/H and U values from the diagnostic diagrams were obtained by linear interpolation from the model grid shown in Fig. 2 . In a few cases double values of Z and/or U for a same objects are found because the models overlap for a given combination of these parameter. For these, the estimations were not considered in our analysis. This happened mainly for the [N ii]/Hα vs. [S ii]/Hα diagnostic diagram (for about 5% of the points).
The diagnostic diagrams that provide the best results are The O/H abundances via detailed models are in consonance with the ones via T e -method for the objects analyzed and the dispersion derived is lower than the one obtained using diagnostic diagrams.
Ionization parameter determination
For the ionization parameter, in Fig. 6 , we plotted U against the oxygen abundance obtained from diagnostic diagrams presented in Section 4 as well as those obtained from detailed models. The results for H ii galaxies and H ii regions are indicated by different symbols (red and black dots, respectively).
estimates larger U values than the ones via other methods. There is not a clear trend of Figure 6 . Logarithm of ionization parameter vs. oxygen abundances. Points represent the results using the diagnostic diagrams indicated in each plot. The results for H ii galaxies and H ii regions are marked by symbols with different colors (red for H ii galaxies and black for H ii regions). In the upper right plot the points represent estimations via detailed photoionization models, in which the red points were taken from Pérez-Montero et al. (2010) .
U with O/H and this result is also confirmed by the detailed model estimation.
DISCUSSION
Comparing oxygen abundance determinations via T e -method for the sample of H ii regions and H ii galaxies with those based on strong emission lines, we found that
diagnostic diagrams give O/H values nearest to the T e -method, with differences of about 0.04 dex and a dispersion of about 0.30 dex. This difference is about the same as the one between oxygen estimates via the P-method (Pilyugin 2001 ) and via T e -method found by López-Sanchez & Esteban (2010) considering a sample of Wolf-Rayet galaxies. It is lower by about 0.15 dex than the one found by these authors when using only one emission line ratio sensitive to metallicity.
As seen in Figs. 4 and 5, large difference are found for 12 + log(O/H) < 8.0 (Z 0.2 Z ⊙ ). Similar results were also found by Yin et al. (2007) , who compared oxygen estimates via N 2 and ([O iii]/Hβ)/([N ii]/Hα) with those via T e -method for a sample of 695 galaxies and H ii regions. This occurs because in this regime of metallicity the nitrogen and oxygen have both mainly a primary nucleosynthesis origin, doing nitrogen emission lines to be relatively independent on oxygen abundance and consequently the use of metallicity indicators based on these emission lines are not reliable. (e.g. Levesque et al. 2010; Dopita et al. 2000) .
The origin of the dispersion found by us is probable due to the difference between the real N/O-O/H abundance relation of the object sample and the one assumed in our models. In fact, Pérez-Montero & Contini (2009) analyzed the dependence of N/O with O/H estimation obtained via the metallicity indicators using nitrogen line ratios and compared these estimations with the ones obtained via T e -method. They found approximately the same dispersion as the one derived by us, and also showed that if the N/O ratio is taken into account in strong-line methods, the dispersion can be reduced by about 0.1 dex. Moreover, the scattering of N/O for a fixed O/H value is larger for the low metallicity regime (see e.g. Pilyugin et al. 2003) , which introduces a larger dispersion for oxygen estimations in this regime, such as the one observed in our results. This is confirmed by the use of detailed models, for which the N/O-O/H relation is a free parameter, yielding a lower dispersion (0.08 dex) than the ones obtained from diagnostic diagrams. Yin et al. (2007) also obtained similar results comparing oxygen abundances derived from T e -method and those via the photoionization models of Charlot & Longhetti (2001) .
Another important test is to verify if abundance gradients estimates by using diagnostic diagrams agree with those via T e -method. For that, in Fig. 7 we show a comparison of oxygen gradient slope computed using the Fig. 2 and those via T e -method for spiral galaxies M 101, M 51, M 33, and NGC 2403 obtained by Kennicutt et al. (2003) , Bresolin et al. (2004) , Magrini et al. (2007) , and Garnett et al. (1997) , respectively. We can see that, within the uncertainties given by the linear fitting, the diagnostic diagram above yields abundance gradient consistent with the ones via T e -method. Again, the difference between the gradient estimates is probable due to the N/O-O/H relation assumed in our models and the one of the galaxies. This is supported by the detailed model results, since a linear fitting on oxygen abundance from these, presented in Table 2 , yields a gradient for M 101 of 12+log(O/H)= 0.90(±0.26) R/R 25 + 8.77(±0.15), the same gradients found by Kennicutt et al. (2003) using the T e -method.
In general, oxygen determination obtained from strong-line methods, which use emission line intensities predicted by photoionization models, are overestimated up to 0.5 dex when compared with those obtained from T e -method (Kewley & Ellison 2008; Dors & Copetti 2005; Kennicutt et al. 2003; Garnett et al. 2004; Stasińska 2002 ). This discrepancy is attributed to the fact that photoionization codes are not realistic enough, do not treat all the relevant physical processes correctly, use inaccurate atomic data, etc (Kennicutt et al. 2003) . However, as seen previously, using the state of art of photoionization models and the combination of two line ratio, one sensitive to the metallicity and another sensitive to the ionization parameter, which does taken into account the physical conditions (hardness of the ionizing radiation and geometrical factor) of star-forming regions (Pilyugin 2001) , minimizes the effects mentioned above and gives O/H estimates close to the T e -method. As explained in Sect. 3, the match between solar abundances for the gas and star has little influence on metallicity indicators (i.e.
showing that the metallicity estimates by our models are indepent of this fact.
The ionization parameter is expected to be dependent on the metallicity because stellar atmospheres of massive O stars become cooler with increasing metallicity as a result of enhanced line and wind blanketing (Massey et al. 2005) , decreasing consequently the ionization parameter. Moreover, when stellar atmosphere abun- dance is higher, this scatters the photons emitted from the photosphere more efficiently, causing a greater conversion efficiency from luminous energy flux to mechanical energy flux in the stellar wind base region, which also leads to a diminution of U in the H ii region (Dopita et al. 2006) . A decrease of U with the increase of Z was found for H ii galaxies by Nagao et al. (2006) and Maier et al. (2006) and for disk H ii regions by Bresolin et al. (1999) . However, our results indicate no systematic dependency of the ionization parameter on the metallicity for the sample of objects considered, although using our grid of models it is impossible to check what factor (e.g. stellar effective temperature, geometrical factors, aging) is responsible for this behavior. This result is in consonance with the ones found by Dors & Copetti (2005) , Garnett et al. (1997) , and Kennicutt & Garnett (1996) , who used the [S ii]/[S iii] in order to estimate the ionization parameter in H ii regions located in spiral disks. To analyze whether our result is not an artefact of the methods used in this paper, in Fig. 8 Fig. 2 ), mainly for objects with low metallicity. Because these line ratios are age dependent, it is possible that models assuming a harder spectral energy distribution would resolve this problem. Thus, we ran a grid of photoionization models (not shown) using as ionizing source a cluster of 1 Myr and computed U and Z values. We found that, for the diagram with [O iii]/[O ii], this new grid yields values of U in consonance with the ones from other diagrams. However, for the diagram with [O iii]/Hβ, although a better match between the models and the observational data was obtained, the U estimations continue to be overestimated in relation to the ones via other methods. The O/H estimates practically did not change in these cases. A similar problem was also pointed out by Stasińska & Izotov (2003) , who using a sequence of photoionization models to reproduce observational data of H ii galaxies, which found that the models underpredict [O iii]/Hβ for objects with 7.4 < log(O/H) < 8.0. These authors invoked several mechanisms to explain this discrepancy, such as secondary ionization by X-rays and shocks but a definitive conclusion was not reached. Recently, Levesque et al. (2010) compared observational data of a large sample of star-forming galaxies with grid of photoionization models, such as the ones presented in this paper, but considering as ionizing source stellar cluster with different ages and formed by instantaneous and continuous star formation. Similar to our results, they found that very young models with 0-1 Myr and formed instantaneously reproduce better the observed [O iii]/Hβ than the older ones, although better agreement is given by models adopting a continuous star formation history (see also Pérez-Montero et al. 2010) . These authors did not compare U estimates obtained by different emission line ratio, but it is probable that the discrepancy found by us is maintained even using their models with continuous star formation. Levesque et al. (2010) showed that the new generation of Geneva evolutionary tracks, which include stellar rotation, produces a SED more prominent in the higher-energy regime (λ 230 Å) than the one used here, with rotation effects being more important at lower metallicity. Thus, it is probable that if these SEDs were used in our photoionization models, the predicted intensities of the [O iii]/Hβ would be larger and U estimates from diagnostic diagrams using this line ratio would conciliate with the ones from other diagrams.
As the [S ii]/[S iii] ratio is weakly dependent on Z, it is useful to calibrate it with U. In Fig. 9 , we show the U-[S ii]/[S iii] relation predicted by our models for the entire range of Z and the relation proposed by Díaz et al. (1991) 
log U = −1.66 (±0.06) log[S II]/Hα − 4.13 (±0.07),
log U = 
As can be seen in Fig. 9 , the [S ii]/Hα is a good U indicator because it shows little variation with the metallicity for Z > 0.2 Z ⊙ and uses emission line with near wavelength, being almost independent of the reddening. Our result for U-[S ii]/[S iii] relation is in very good agreement with the relation proposed by Díaz et al. (1991) .
CONCLUSION
We compared oxygen estimates for a large sample of objects obtained by direct detection of the electron temperature with those via diagnostic diagrams containing strong emission lines predicted by photoionization models, as well as from detailed models. Among the diagnostic diagrams considered, we found that the ones uti- Similar results were obtained using detailed models but with a smaller dispersion, of 0.08 dex. The origin of the dispersion is probably due to differences between the real N/O-O relation of the sample and the one assumed in the models. We did not find any correlation of the ionization parameter with the metallicity for the objects in our sample. We conclude that the combination of two line ratio predicted by photoionization models, one sensitive to the metallicity and another sensitive to the ionization parameter, which does taken into account the physical conditions of star-forming regions, gives O/H estimates close to the values derived using direct detections of electron temperatures.
